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GTEP 3 Twin Effect Pedal
GTEP 3

 

 

The revolutionary design aof the top of the rage Giant Step model offers drummers a completely new
dimension in bass drum technique. With its dual action mechanism you can play rhythmic patterns that
were never before possible with one pedal. Highest standards in manufacturing processes and select
materials ensure outstanding playing feel, durability and versatile adjustments. 
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GTEP 3 Twin Effect Pedal
GTEP 3
Details:

Product: GTEP

Item no.: 135 501 01

Beater 2 x Sch 28

Giant Step Bag GPB
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The Giant Technology

Acclaimed by major drum magazines as the drum pedal innovation over the past years, Sonor’s
Giant Step is a state-of-the art range of pedals for the most demanding players. Giant Step pedals
feature the ultimate in sensitivity, speed, and ergonomical function. A new innovative design and
maximum versatility due to an extensive line of pedals and accessories make Giant Step a class of
its own. 

 

From the Target Point foot board design to the docking station, every aspect of the Giant Step
range has been designed with utmost care and attention to detail. 

 

A choice of Twin Effect, Single, Double, Triple and Middle Pedals allows every drummer to find the
perfect ’Giant Step‘ for his individual requirements.

 
Docking Station
The docking station is mounted
to the bass drum hoop and
stays there.

 
Smart Connect System
The ”Smart Connect“ System
ensures a quick and effortless
attachment of the pedal with an
adjustable ball clamp through a
firm lever mechanism. A
cylindrical axle connection
neutralizes any possible
tensions through different bass
drum angle positions.

 
Beater Cams
The angle of the beater cams
can be adjusted independently
without changing the position of
the boards.

 
Spring Mount
Equipped with high speed
needle bearings the spring
mounts can easily be
exchanged for the use of
alternative types of springs.

 
Rotation Pendulum
The ”rotation pendulums“ with
roller bearings work without any
loss of energy and allow for
maximum action and dynamics.

 
Power Rod
A power rod with ball bearings
transmits the action from the
heel board with high precision
and without loss of energy into
a kick action.

 
Targets
In order to allow for an ideal
playing positioning the playing
height of the target can be
adjusted independently. This
gives a perfect balance of foot
and pedal.

 
Splitboard
Four high speed roller bearings
which are integrated into a
crossbeam ”split“ the ”board“ at
this position.
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Anti Slip Rubber
Secure hold on any surface.
The bass drum plate has an
anti-slip rubber profile with
self-adhesive velcro.

 
Silent Chain Drive
All Giant Step pedals are
equipped with a chain drive. An
exchangeable strap is included
as well.

 
Giant Step Bag
All Giant Step Pedals are
supplied standard with a heavy
duty nylon carrying bag.

 
 


